Measurement of generalization fields for the recognition of biological motion.
The human visual system processes complex biological motion stimuli with high sensitivity and selectivity. The characterization of spatio-temporal generalization in the perception of biological motion is still a largely unresolved problem. We present an experiment that investigates how the visual system responds to motion stimuli that interpolate spatio-temporally between natural biological motion patterns. Inspired by analogous studies in stationary object recognition, we generated stimuli that interpolate between natural perceptual categories by morphing. Spatio-temporal morphs between natural movement patterns were obtained with a technique that allows to calculate linear combinations of spatio-temporal patterns. The weights of such linear combinations define a linear metric space over the set of generated movement patterns, so that the spatio-temporal similarity of the motion patterns can be quantified. In our experiments, we found smooth and continuous variation of the categorization probabilities with the weights of the prototypes in the morphs. For bipedal locomotion patterns we could accurately predict the perceived properties of the morphs by linear combinations of the perceived properties of the prototypes. Such predictions were not possible for morphs between locomotion and very dissimilar movements. We conclude that the visual system shows generalization within classes of motion patterns with similar basic structure, such as bipedal locomotion.